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GE.18-03123(E)
I. Proposal

Paragraph 6.7.1.4., amend to read:

"6.7.1.4. It shall be possible to release the child from the restraint by a single operation on a single buckle and on the shoulder strap positioner, if any. The buckle and the shoulder strap positioner can be opened independently of each other. It is allowed to remove the child together with devices such as infant carrier/carry-cot/carry-cot restraints if the Enhanced Child Restraint System can be released by operation of a maximum of two release buttons"

II. Justification

1. The original text in 6.7.1.4. requires to open the buckle on a single action.

2. In case of an accident, if the shoulder strap positioner has not been opened it is not possible to open the buckle, so the sequence is to open first the shoulder strap positioner and after the buckle.

3. These actions should not be linked to one another: both the shoulder strap positioner and the buckle should open independently of each other.